Antenna radiation patterns are an important property of antennas. Reciprocity holds in free space and the radiation patterns for exciting and receiving antennas are the same. In anisotropic plasmas, radiation patterns are complicated by the fact that group and phase velocities differ and certain wave properties like helicity depend on the direction of wave propagation with respect to the background magnetic field B 0 . Interference and wave focusing effects are different than in free space. Reciprocity does not necessarily hold in a magnetized plasma. The present work considers the properties of various magnetic antennas used for receiving whistler modes. It is based on experimental data from exciting low frequency whistler modes in a large uniform laboratory plasma. By superposition of linear waves from different antennas, the radiation patterns of antenna arrays are derived. Plane waves are generated and used to determine receiving radiation patterns of different receiving antennas. Antenna arrays have radiation patterns with narrow lobes, whose angular position can be varied by physical rotation or electronic phase shifting. Reciprocity applies to broadside antenna arrays but not to end fire arrays which can have asymmetric lobes with respect to B 0 . The effect of a relative motion between an antenna and the plasma has been modeled by the propagation of a short wave packet moving along a linear antenna array. An antenna moving across B 0 has a radiation pattern characterized by an oscillatory "whistler wing." A receiving antenna in motion can detect any plane wave within the group velocity resonance cone. The radiation pattern also depends on loop size relative to the wavelength. Motional effects prevent reciprocity. The concept of the radiation pattern loses its significance for wave packets since the received signal does not only depend on the antenna but also on the properties of the wave packet. The present results are of fundamental interest and of relevance to loop antennas in space. V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic loops are the standard tools for exciting and detecting oscillating magnetic fields in plasmas. Three orthogonal loops are used to obtain the vector magnetic field. If the dimensions of the loops are small compared to the wavelength, the field is calculated like in vacuum, i.e., from the induced voltage which is proportional to the change of magnetic flux through the loop. 1 When loops are used to excite waves, they exhibit a radiation pattern which usually differs from that in vacuum. 2, 3 One may therefore expect that loops used to receive waves also have radiation patterns different from those in vacuum. 4 This paper addresses the reciprocity between receiving and transmitting radiation patterns for different types of magnetic antennas operating in the regime of low frequency whistler modes. The approach is to use experimental data from waves excited by a single loop antenna and to extrapolate them to more complicated antennas such as arrays or rotating antenna fields. The extrapolation involves superpositions of measured data in space and time which is justified for small amplitude waves in a uniform plasma and background field B 0 . Antenna arrays are formed by stacking a number of identical loops. End fire arrays (loops aligned along B 0 ) can produce directional radiation characteristics. Arrays across B 0 can produce plane waves, whose direction can be controlled by different phasing of loop elements. These antennas are now investigated as receiving antennas. They exhibit similar directionality, but do not necessarily obey reciprocity. The anisotropy of the medium implies that the radiated intensity is determined by the group velocity, not the direction of the phase velocity, implying that antennas can excite oblique waves but have field-aligned lobes in their radiation patterns. Antenna size relative to the wavelength influences antenna properties for radiating and receiving waves. A further complication arises when antennas are moving relative to the plasma such as on a satellite or in the solar wind. When a field-aligned radiation lobe is moved across B 0 , it is smeared out into an oblique lobe called a whistler wing. Receiving antennas are not subject to nonlinear effects, such as heating and ionization, which are observed at large amplitudes. 5, 6 Compared to research on electric dipoles, [7] [8] [9] there has been less work done on magnetic loops in space, possibly due to the early difficulties of deploying large loops in orbit. 10 However, magnetic antennas have been studied in many laboratory plasmas [11] [12] [13] [14] and used in numerous helicon plasma devices. 15 Much of the present attention is focused on exciting large amplitude waves for producing waveparticle interactions. 16 The receiving properties of loops in plasmas are usually assumed to be the same as those in free a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
stenzel@physics.ucla.edu space. 17 However, since the radiating properties of loops are vastly different in plasmas and free space, one may assume the same to hold for receiving antennas. This will be addressed in the present work. The findings may be of interest to active experiments in space. 10, 18 This paper is organized as follows: After briefly reviewing the experimental setup in Section II, the measurements and evaluations are shown in Section III for radiation and reception properties of single and multiple loops, phased arrays, rf bursts propagation exciting whistler wings from moving antennas, and the reciprocity between different antennas. The findings are summarized as a conclusion in Section IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments are performed in a pulsed dc discharge plasma of density n e ' 10 11 cm À3 , electron temperature kT e ' 2 eV, Argon pressure 0.4 mTorr, and uniform axial magnetic field B 0 ¼ 5 G in a large device (1 m diameter, 2.5 m length), as shown in Fig. 1 . Whistler modes are excited with a 4 cm diameter loop antenna in the middle of the plasma column. The dipole moment has been aligned either along or across the axial dc field B 0 , and for each configuration the rf field B rf has been measured with a triple magnetic probe (6 mm diameter orthogonal loops) in y-z and x-y planes. The frequency is chosen at f ¼ 5 MHz or f/f c ¼ 0.357 when normalized to the electron cyclotron frequency. The wave amplitudes are small (B < 0.1 G) so that nonlinear effects do not arise. The rf waveform consists of repeated phase-locked tone bursts so as to observe wave excitation and cw propagation at different afterglow times. The pulsed discharge is repeated at a rate of 1 Hz, the rf waveform is triggered at the same afterglow time and averaged over 10 shots so as to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, it is possible to obtain the field topology with a single probe which creates the least perturbation. All data are collected with a fourchannel digital oscilloscope at a 10 ns time resolution. Since we are interested in the wave field, the field of the antenna is also measured in vacuum and subtracted from the total field observed in the plasma.
The proportionality between antenna current and wave field has been confirmed. Linearity allows the superposition of fields from two or more antennas, which has been earlier verified for counter-propagating whistler vortices. 19 Due to the uniformity in density [see Fig. 2 in Ref. 20] and ambient magnetic field, it is also valid to shift the measured wave pattern from the single loop to a different position and then add the two fields so as to obtain the field of two antennas. This concept can be extended to multiple antennas, i.e., antenna arrays, to predict their radiation properties. The antenna arrays are typically aligned perpendicular to the dc magnetic field. The individual dipole moment can be along or across B 0 . It will be shown that closely spaced loop arrays produce wave fields which do not vary in the direction of the array. This result suggests that plane waves can be excited by a two-dimensional array in a plane transverse to B 0 . The actual implementation of arrays is of course more involved, requiring many antennas, transmission lines, amplifiers, and delay lines for phasing, but this is usually accomplished for electromagnetic arrays in free space. 21 Phased arrays are produced by introducing a digital time delay from one array element to the next. It produces a phase shift along the array which results in a tilt of the phase front of the excited wave. The propagation angle depends on the phase velocity of the whistler mode and the array mode.
III. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND DATA SUPERPOSITIONS A. Antenna radiation patterns for magnetic loops
The radiation pattern is an important property of antennas. It describes the angular variation of the wave intensity radiated from an antenna, displayed in a polar plot. For receiving antennas, it describes the detected power vs rotation angle of the antenna. In both cases, the measurements are made in the antenna far zone (distance r ) wavelength k), where the waves approximate plane waves. Highly directional antennas show narrow lobes, and broad radiators produce wide lobes.
In free space, the phase and group velocities are identical and the wave intensity peaks in the same direction as the wave propagates. Transmission between two antennas is reciprocal. The radiation pattern for an antenna is identical for transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves.
In a non-isotropic medium like a magnetoplasma, the wave intensity propagates in the direction of the group velocity which generally differs in magnitude and direction from the phase velocity. For example, if an antenna would excite a Gendrin whistler mode it would have a narrow fieldaligned lobe for the energy flow along B 0 , while its phase velocity is highly oblique with respect to B 0 . This situation applies approximately for the present loop antennas.
The field topology of a low frequency whistler mode radiated from a loop antenna is reviewed in Figs The field energy density, Fig. 2(c) for the m ¼ 1 antenna, expands along B 0 in a channel with little divergence. Obviously, phase and group velocities have different directions which cannot be described by a single radiation pattern. We analyze separately the phase flow in wavenumber space and the energy flow in real space.
The k-spectrum of the single m ¼ 1 loop is described in Fig. 2(d) . All field components are transformed by a 3D Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and its magnitude BðkÞ ¼ ðB
1=2 is displayed at x/2p ¼ 5 MHz in a contour plot in the (k y -k z ) plane. Superimposed is the theoretical dispersion relation for plane undamped whistler modes. The FFT shows a peak at an axial wavenumber k z ' 2p/12 cm with a spread in 6k z due to the axial amplitude decay. The k y component has no discrete peaks expected for the observed radially outward wave propagation. The wide 6k y spectrum is again due to the exponential radial amplitude drop which dominates over the oscillatory behavior and produces the broad range of k y values. The modes fall close to the theoretical dispersion curve but scatter around it. This results in modes whose propagation angle can exceed the resonance cone angle. This will also be visible in oblique plane waves excited with phased arrays which are superpositions of damped waves.
The phase propagation can be shown as a phase radiation pattern displayed in Fig. 2 (e). It shows a polar plot of the FFT vs angle h between k and B 0 for different magnitudes of k. Large k-modes propagate obliquely, while low kmodes propagate both along and oblique in a broad lobe. Obviously, the loop does not excite a plane wave but a wave packet.
In order to characterize the energy distribution in real space, we display polar plots of B 2 vs h at different radial A single loop antenna radiates in both directions of B 0 , but an antenna array can produce one-sided radiation patterns as is well known from Yagi antennas in free space. 25 A surprisingly effective directional antenna for whistler modes has been obtained with two loops axially separated by k/4 and temporally phase shifted by a quarter period, 690 . Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show both the intensity profiles in real space and polar plots of the radiation patterns at r ' 15 cm from the antenna for two different phase shifts of 690
. In one case, the preferred radiation is along B 0 , in the other case opposite to B 0 .
The directionality can be explained by the superposition of the field patterns such as shown in Fig. 2(b) . A second antenna produces the same pattern as the first one but shifted axially by k/4. When the current is delayed by a quarter rf period, the contours shift another k/4 in space. The phase shift adds constructively on one side of the antenna and on the other side destructively producing the directionality.
Alternatively, the two m ¼ 1 antennas produce a vacuum field which matches that of a whistler mode. When one antenna at t ¼ z ¼ 0 produces a wave field þB x , the wave field at z ¼ k/4 has a þB y field and at t ¼ T/4 again a þB x field which is enhanced or canceled by the second antenna depending on the sign of the phase shift. The directionality is not produced by matching a helical antenna field to the helical m ¼ 1 mode as is usually done with twisted helicon antennas. 26 
B. Single loop antenna radiation resistances
Another important characteristic for wire antennas is the radiation resistance, R rad . It is a measure of the total power radiated for a given antenna current and defined by the relation R rad I 2 ant ¼ P rad , where I ant is the loop current and P rad is the radiated power. The latter is given by
where S is the Poyntings vector and the integration is taken over an area normal to the group velocity. The quantitative result is obtained as follows: The antenna current is measured with a Rogowski coil and its rms value is calculated from the current waveform which shows negligible differences in vacuum and plasma (I ant ' 0.1 A). The magnetic probe has been calibrated using the measured and calculated value of the axial magnetic field of a current loop, B z ðzÞ ¼ ðl 0 NI ant =2rÞ½1 þ ðz=rÞ 2 À3=2 , where r ¼ 2 cm is the loop radius and N ¼ 4 is the number of turns [B z (0) ' 0.11 G]. By matching the measured and calculated axial dependence, the calibration factor between probe voltage and magnetic field is obtained (1 V ¼ 0.198 G). Now the calibrated probe data are integrated over the x-y plane which together with the group velocity, v group ' 70 cm/ls, yields the radiated power (P rad ' 3.3 mW). For the applied rms antenna current of I rms ' 0.1 A, a radiation resistance of R rad ' 0.33 X is found for the single loop with dipole moment across B 0 (m ¼ 1 mode). When the dipole moment is aligned with B 0 the m ¼ 0 mode, the radiation resistance drops to R rad ' 0.19 X. When used as a receiving antenna, the received wave power would also be given by the radiation resistance and the loop current. Since the power scales with I 2 , a measured loop current of 1 mA would detect wave powers as low as 0.3 lW. Vice versa, if the antenna was used as an exciter with an antenna current of I ant ¼ 10 A, the radiated power would increase to 33 W and likely produce nonlinear effects.
The present approach to determine the radiation resistance is from first principles, i.e., measuring the power radiated and loop current. More commonly, the antenna impedance is measured externally and the input power is determined from its real part, P in ¼ I 2 rms R in . 8, 27, 28 However, the input power into the antenna is not only due to radiation but also due to antenna losses, dissipation in the sheath, excitation of electrostatic modes, heating, and ionization.
C. Single loop antennas for receiving whistler modes
It is well known that electric dipoles, whose length exceeds the wavelength, exhibit interference effects. 17 The same applies to magnetic loops when their characteristic scale lengths become comparable to the whistler wavelength. In order to model receiving loops, we calculate the flux through an area whose size can be varied. Since the field data are arranged on a Cartesian grid, it is easier to choose a square cross section instead of a circular loop. Figure 4 shows the received peak voltage for probes of 1 Â 1 cm 2 to 8 Â 8 cm 2 in cross sections. The voltage is normalized to the probe area. The inset shows that the incident wave is an oblique plane wave excited by a phased array along the ydirection. The B x component is chosen since it is normal to the probe surface in the y-z plane. The receiving antenna is located near the center of the y-z plane. As the probe dimension increases, the probe voltage decreases, reaching a minimum when the probe size is comparable to the oblique wavelength, a ' k ' 6 cm where positive and negative fluxes nearly cancel. The result shows that a receiving probe cannot resolve wavelengths shorter than its dimension. For example, resonance cone whistlers with wavelengths of the electron inertial scale c/x p cannot be detected or excited by larger loops.
Small loops excite waves preferentially near the group velocity resonance cone (h grp ¼ arc sinðx=x c Þ ' 21 ).
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But as a receiving antenna, a small loop can detect any plane wave signal within the group velocity cone, not just resonance cone waves. Otherwise, the magnetic probe would not have resolved the oblique plane waves as shown in Fig. 5 . Thus, identical small loops have different receiving and transmitting radiation patterns. Likewise, large loops have also different transmitting and receiving properties. For wave excitation propagation effects and interference are important, but for passive receiving loops only the flux change through the loop matters. For example, a transmitting loop with dipole moment along B 0 produces a decreasing field strength in the loop center as the radius increases. 29 The reason is that the group velocity does not allow radial cross-field energy transport. But as a receiving antenna the incident wave field passes through the entire loop. The induced loop voltage depends on the net flux through the loop which varies with the ratio of loop size to wavelength. 
, which show lobes when the receiver array is aligned with the phase fronts. The receiving antenna "radiation" patterns are normalized. In free space, the lobe would point in the direction of the energy or phase flow which is normal to the phase fronts. In plasma, the energy flows nearly along B 0 , but the largest signal is received when the normal of detector array is parallel to the k-vector.
Receiving loops also have different radiation patterns for different component loops. For example, the loops detecting the perpendicular field B ? ¼ (B x , B y ) of a plane parallel whistler have no angular dependence in B ? in the plane normal to B 0 since the waves are circularly polarized. However, the B z loop, which is aligned with B 0 , has a simple B ? sin h dependence when rotated by an angle h around the x or y-axis. When the incident wave propagates at an angle h, the radiation pattern of the receiving antenna is rotated by that angle which, unlike in free space, cannot exceed the oblique phase velocity cone angle. Small loops antennas excite enhanced fields at the group velocity cone angle (sin h ¼ x=x c ) but the same loop used for receiving waves find no enhancement at the resonance cone angle. Finally, in free space the incident wave is usually produced by a finitesize antenna in the far zone. In a plasma, where the group velocity is fairly field aligned a receiving antenna would not observe an oblique wave receiving loop unless it is located in the flux tube of the exciter. phase shift have excellent directionality for radiating whistler modes. 2 The polar plots of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show a directionality of order 20 db, which means that 99% of the power is radiated to one side of the antenna. The direction is determined by the sign of the phase shift between the loops. Compared to a single loop, the radiated power is increased by a factor of 4 (2 loops vs 1, 1 side vs 2), hence, the radiation resistance is four times larger than that of a single loop.
The two loops can also be used as a directional receiving antenna. Directional antennas are not reciprocal, i.e., transmission is unidirectional. When the left antenna is phased so as to excite a wave along B 0 the right receiving antenna must have the same phasing to receive the wave. However, when the right antenna is used to transmit it also excites a wave along B 0 , i.e., away from the other antenna. In order to reestablish transmission, both antenna phasings have to be reversed. Since helicity and spatial polarization reverse sign with propagation direction those antennas which depend on these odd wave properties are only reciprocal upon reversal of the B-field direction or their phases.
Rotating receiving antennas
A rotating magnetic field can be produced with two crossed loop antennas at the same location. 2 Both loops have their dipole moments across B 0 , but one loop is rotated by 90 with respect to the other and its current is phase shifted by 90
. The antenna radiates well when the antenna field rotates in the same direction, as the circularly polarized field of whistlers, but not when the rotation is reversed. When the antenna is used to receive waves, it produces a strong signal when the loop phase shift matches the temporal polarization of whistlers. Since the right-handed temporal polarization does not depend on the direction of wave propagation, the antenna radiates or receives equally well from both sides along 6B 0 . Two rotating antennas with the same sense of rotation as the wave are interchangeable, i.e., reciprocal. Rotating receiving antennas are useful to distinguish whistler modes from linearly or unpolarized signals.
E. Antenna arrays as receiving antennas
Whistler wave theory is derived for plane undamped waves, yet, real whistler modes are never plane waves. Thus, comparisons between theory and observations are never perfect. Although space plasmas are considered boundary-free, plane waves are assumed but not confirmed by in-situ measurements. Recently, it has been shown that in large laboratory plasmas one can generate approximate plane waves with antenna arrays. 3 A large array of identical loops can establish a line or a surface of constant magnetic field and phase, which a large single loop cannot do. The surface of the array determines the phase front of excited waves. It approximates a plane wave when the transverse dimension of the array are large compared to the wavelength.
A simple antenna array consists of a line of identical and closely spaced loops across B 0 . We measure the field from one loop and obtain the field from the array by linear superposition. Each loop is displaced and the field patterns are added which are valid for small amplitudes and uniform density and magnetic field, which are the conditions of the present experiment. It is found that for close loop spacing (Dy ' d loop ), the resultant field shows almost no field variation along the array, except near the ends.
In free space, the array elements have to be spaced further than k/2 so as to produce constructive interference effects and narrow lobes in the radiation pattern. In plasma, the group velocity of low frequency whistler modes is nearly field aligned which implies insignificant wave amplitudes in the direction of the oblique phase velocity for widely spaced loops. For small or large loop spacings, an antenna array in plasma does not produce oblique lobes by constructive interference as in free space. Thus, the radiation patterns in plasmas are different than in free space.
A 1D array of closely spaced loops is essentially a line dipole. In order to produce a plane phase front, the array should be two dimensional. A 2D line dipole array has already been used for creating a large diameter helicon plasma source. 30 Nevertheless, 1D arrays already show many of the plane wave features in the plane defined by the array axis and B 0 . When an array is aligned along the y-axis at x ¼ 0, it emits a plane wave propagating in the z-direction provided all loops are driven by currents with the same amplitude and phase. A phase shift from loop to loop excites oblique plane waves in the x ¼ 0 plane. It has been noted that the phase velocity angle h wave can actually exceed the theoretical value for the resonance cone angle of ideal undamped plane waves. This is not a discrepancy or unphysical result rather it is due to the spread in k-modes caused by amplitude decay, as shown and explained in Fig. 2(d) . Near the oblique resonance, the spectrum falls below the dispersion curve and those modes contribute to an oblique plane wave of finite amplitude and h wave > arc cosðx=x c Þ. This is not an artifact of the wave superposition for the loop array. The validity of wave superposition has been demonstrated experimentally 19 and the results of the superposition will also exist in an actual experiment. We also note that the dispersion of damped plane parallel whistlers is theoretically different from that of undamped waves. 31 We now consider the properties of an antenna array for receiving whistler modes. The waves received are plane oblique whistler modes excited by a phased array as described above. Figures 5(a)-5(c) show three examples of incident whistler modes propagating at different angles, one parallel whistler, a Gendrin mode whistler, and a whistler near the resonance cone.
The inset in Fig. 5(a) shows schematically how the receiver array is modeled. It consists of a line of 21 identical probes which measure all three components of the wave field. Oblique plane whistlers have all three field components. The array is located in the middle of the field of plane waves such that its rotation is not affected by the curved end fields. The receiver array can be rotated around the x-axis such that its normal forms an angle h with respect to B 0 . The rotation does not affect the flux through the B x loop at a fixed place, but the B y and B z signals had to be angle corrected.
The receiving antenna patterns are displayed in Figs.
5(d)-5(f). For a plane incident whistler mode, the polar plot of B
2 (h) exhibits two major lobes at h ¼ 0 and h ¼ 180 , i.e., when the array is aligned with the phase front. There are also small side lobes when the array is oblique such that its length covers 3 half-wavelengths. For oblique waves, the major lobes rotate in the direction of the k-vector, i.e., when the array is aligned with the phase front. The peak intensity has been normalized since the wave amplitude drops near the resonance cone angle.
Thus, a linear array is a highly collimated receiving antenna with major lobe parallel to the array normal. When the receiving array is used as an exciter, the oblique array launches oblique plane waves with phase fronts parallel to its surface. Phasing a vertical array achieves the same effect as a physical rotation since both methods produce a perpendicular wave number component. However, the waves from a phased array have equal k y vectors on either side of the array, while those for a tilted array have opposite k y vectors. If a tilted array is also phased, plane waves are emitted in different directions to either side of the antenna. A tilted phased array can become unidirectional when waves on one side have a k-vector well outside the resonance cone angle.
The difference in phase and group velocities causes different receiving and radiating antenna patterns. For receiving, the antenna lobes are determined by the direction of the phase velocity. The resulting receiving pattern is only valid if the antenna is inside the envelope of the "plane" wave of finite dimensions. However, the transmitting radiation pattern is governed by the group velocity. The main lobe of the far-zone Poyntings vector is aligned along B 0 , hence determined by the group velocity. For Gendrin modes, the lobe of the radiation pattern narrows with distance from the source.
One may also consider the reciprocity between phased or tilted arrays. Figure 6 shows a diagram of the tilted array and phased arrays on either side. The tilted array emits or receives waves with oblique phase fronts parallel to the array. However, phased arrays impose the same wavenumber k y on both sides implying mirror-imaged wavefronts. If these are aligned with the tilted array, as is the case for the left phased array, the transmission is optimal. However, the same phased array on the right side produces phase fronts which are not aligned with the tilted array, resulting in a poor transmission. The same holds with the transmission between two identically phased arrays. They cannot communicate unless the phasing is reverse or vanishes.
The vertical array in the above example was phased so as to excite oblique waves with a downward pointing k y component, and the tilted receiver array was aligned along the oblique phase front. When transmitting and receiving antennas are exchanged, the oblique array without phase shift emits oblique waves with a positive k y component toward the vertical array. The largest received signal is obtained when all loops are in phase which implies a net k y ¼ 0 along the array, obtained by phasing so as to produce k y < 0 as before. Thus, both antennas are interchangeable, and reciprocity is satisfied for all angles of propagation up to the resonance cone.
F. Radiation patterns for receiving wave packets
Radiation patterns are usually defined for plane waves. But antennas launch spatial wave packets which, like the Gendrin mode, may not spread into plane waves in the far zone as waves do in free space. Thus, radiation patterns for antennas in plasmas cannot be strictly defined. The transmission between two antennas depends on the properties of both antennas.
We will show one example of the antenna receiving pattern for an incident non-planar wave. It is the known wave packet with V-shaped phase fronts excited by a split and phased array. Figure 7 (a) displays again contours of B x (y, z) for a phased array where the delay is reversed in the middle of the array. Thus, the phase along the y-direction reverses at y ¼ 0. Plane waves propagate obliquely upward for y > 0 and downward for y < 0 resulting in V-shaped phase fronts FIG. 6 . Schematic picture for the transmission between phased and tilted arrays. Phased arrays impose the same wavenumber k y on both sides of an array. Thus, the phase fronts are mirror images. A tilted array produces phase fronts parallel to its surface, which implies waves with opposite signs of k y . A tilted array receives a maximum signal when it is aligned with the oblique phase front. Thus, transmission from the left phased array to the tilted array is optimal and reciprocal, but transmission to/from the right phased array is poor. There is poor transmission between two identically phased arrays unless the phase shift is reduced to zero. Two arrays with the same tilt are reciprocal antennas. similar to those excited by a single loop antenna but with nearly constant amplitudes along the phase fronts.
The polar plot of the received energy, presented in Fig. 7(b) , shows four lobes at oblique angles corresponding to the inclined phase fronts. The conjugate lobes are identical; since for a 360 rotation, the array is aligned twice with the phase front. The other pair differs slightly since the cones are not perfectly symmetric with respect to the rotation axis of the receiver array. Clearly, the two pairs of lobes are not only the property of the receiving antenna but also reflect the two oblique incident waves which produce the wave packet.
When the incident wave is excited by a single loop, the received antenna pattern B 2 (h) has also side lobes due to the inclined phase fronts but in addition there is a strong lobe along B 0 . This pattern reflects the amplitude profile of the incident wave packet. The strongest fields on axis and weaker fields off axis since the V-shaped wings move away from the direction of the group velocity.
Since the angular intensity pattern for a receiving antenna depends on the shape of the incident wave packet, it is not useful for characterizing the receiving antenna. Nevertheless, it is useful to know received signals from some known wave packets which may arise in active space experiments. With directional receiving antennas, the wave propagation direction can be determined without requiring electric dipoles. The directionality can be changed digitally when the two loop signals are recorded separately.
G. Motional effects on antenna radiation patterns
Now, we address the radiation pattern of antennas in relative motion to a plasma. This situation arises for satelliteborne antennas or for antennas in the rapidly streaming solar wind. We will show that a moving cw source excites transient waves in the plasma at rest. The radiation pattern will resemble that of bow waves in water, sonic shocks in air, or Cherenkov waves in dielectrics.
A cw antenna moving through a plasma across B 0 produces in the stationary plasma transient oscillations since the source continuously moves away from the excitation region of the wave and the wave propagates predominantly along B 0 . The same happens when a short rf burst propagates along an antenna array across B 0 , as shown in Fig. 8(a) .
A short tone burst of a few rf cycles is produced as follows: The waveform of the current applied to the loop antenna is a long rf tone burst which contains a rapidly rising onset followed by a long cw oscillation. In order to create a short wave packet, we delay the signal by a few rf cycles and subtract it from the original signal which eliminates the cw oscillations. This shortened tone burst is applied to the phased antenna array along the y-axis, which results in the excitation of a few cycles of oblique whistler modes as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The length of the wave burst is shorter than the array. It travels with equal phase and group velocities along the array. It excites oblique whistler modes, whose angle is determined by the parallel phase velocity and the perpendicular velocity along the array. The energy of the wave packet is also oblique with angle determined by the parallel group velocity and the group velocity along the array. For Gendrin-like modes, the parallel group velocity equals the parallel phase velocity hence phases and envelope move at the same angle and speed. In general, the phases will slip through the envelope. The moving wave packet has similar characteristics as a wave emitted from an oscillating source moving across B 0 .
While Fig. 8(a) shows a snapshot of the wave pattern near the source, Fig. 8(b) shows schematically the succession of emitted wave bursts. These propagate along B 0 . Successive bursts are displaced in the direction of motion and closer to the source. The superposition of the bursts forms a V-shaped field structure termed a "whistler wing." 32 The width of the wing depends on the transit time of the antenna through the width of its radiation pattern which is determined by the cross field dimension of the antenna, e.g., the length of a loop array or the diameter of a single large loop. If this dimension is 100 m and the velocity is 10 km/s, then the transit time is 10 ms and 10 oscillations at 1 kHz would be emitted. For a wavelength of 1 km, the wave packet would be approximately 10 km long. Then the antenna leaves the flux tube and starts to excite waves in the next flux tube. Since the motion is continuous, the wave packets merge into a continuous wing. The wing will spread since the group velocity is not exactly field aligned and small antennas have a broad radiation pattern. But the principle remains that a moving cw source produces a wing-like radiation pattern consisting of transient waves in the ambient stationary plasma. Even in the moving frame, the radiation pattern is deformed from that of an antenna at rest. This is particularly pronounced for antennas in the solar wind, whose velocity far exceeds that of the satellite.
Wave wings have been studied for non-oscillating but moving electromagnetic sources in plasmas. Alfven wings have been predicted to occur on tethers in space. 33 For small objects, whistler wings have been predicted and seen in laboratory and space plasmas, 34, 35 hence they should also exist for moving oscillatory sources in plasmas.
The implication of the motional effects is not only the modification of the radiation pattern but also it requires to revise antenna theories based on steady state models. Waveparticle interactions are also affected by the transient nature of radiation from moving antennas. This applies to electric dipoles as well as magnetic loops.
When a receiving antenna moves across B 0 , parallel plane whistler waves would be detected as at rest, but oblique plane waves would be Doppler shifted. The frequency observed with a single loop antenna is difficult to interpret since it could arise from temporal variations with Doppler shifts and convective derivatives from spatial structures of wave packets. If the receiving antenna is an array, it would have to be aligned with the wing to receive a maximum signal from the wing. Only when the receiving antenna is co-moving with the exciter would the signal be a cw oscillation, otherwise, a wave burst would be received from a moving cw antenna. The transmission between two co-moving antennas in motion is nonreciprocal because the wings bend downstream from the source such that an upstream source can be received by the downstream antenna but the reverse is not possible.
IV. CONCLUSION
The radiation and receiving patterns of loop antennas in plasmas have been investigated. Due to the anisotropy of the whistler modes, a description of the antenna properties has to be given for both the phase and energy flow. The relation between group and phase velocity are described by the dispersion surface. The group velocity determines where the wave amplitude is large, and the phase velocity describes the refraction and interference phenomena. An example for a Gendrin-like wave packet is given where the phase velocity is highly oblique and the group velocity highly parallel to B 0 .
Two or more loop antennas can develop new and useful features such as rotating fields or antennas with directional radiation. Examples for a simple end-fire array with high directivity are given. This property holds for both transmitting and receiving antennas but reciprocity does not hold unless B 0 or the antenna phase shift is reversed. Right-hand circularly rotating antenna fields match the polarization of whistler modes and couple well to m ¼ 1 whistler modes, but for the reverse field rotation no m ¼ À1 modes are produced. Linear arrays of loops are useful to generate uniform phase fronts which excite approximate plane waves. A time delay between adjacent loops of an array produces oblique plane waves. Tilting the array also tilts the phase front and excites oblique plane waves. Wave damping allows wave propagation at angles slightly exceeding the oblique cyclotron resonance limit. By tilting the array, the angular radiation pattern is determined. It consists of a narrow lobe in the polar plot of the Poyntings vector with maximum pointing perpendicularly to the direction of wave propagation. Tilted and phased arrays are reciprocal, but two phased arrays are reciprocal only when they are phased oppositely.
For receiving antennas, the radiation pattern is only a meaningful description when the incident wave is a plane wave. Otherwise, the received signal also depends on the properties of the incident wave packet. The radiation patterns for transmitting and receiving can be quite different. A small loop antenna has a conical radiation pattern where the cone angle is the group velocity resonance cone angle. 11, 36 But as a receiving antenna, it can detect any whistler mode within the phase velocity resonance cone angle. On the contrary, there is no enhancement at the oblique resonance but a loss of sensitivity since the wavelength approaches the probe size. When the loop radius equals the wavelength, the loop signal vanishes since the positive and negative fluxes through the loop cancel.
Finally, the radiation pattern of a rapidly moving antenna has been investigated. By analogy with a wave packet propagating along a linear array, it is shown that an oscillating antenna moving across B 0 excites transient wave packets in the plasma at rest which combine into a V-shaped whistler wing. Receiving antennas in motion do not have a wing like antenna pattern, but they are subject to Doppler shifts when receiving oblique plane waves. The received waveform of a wave packet has inseparable contributions from the convective derivative and the true temporal variation. The transmission from an active antenna to a downstream position is possible but not the reverse, hence there is no reciprocity. The transient nature of radiation from a moving cw antenna should modify not only the antenna properties but also the wave-particle interactions which are usually considered for cw plane waves.
